Smears are important for adequate cytologic diagnosis of kidney lesions.
Traditionally at our institution, smears with or without liquid-based cytology (LBC) and core biopsies (CBs) have been obtained by radiologists performing image-guided fine-needle aspiration biopsies (FNABs) of deep organs. Since 2015, however, there has been a shift to providing cytology with samples for LBC only when obtaining CBs. The impression among our institution's cytologists is that LBC alone is less often adequate for diagnosis compared with smears and LBC together. We examined a series of kidney FNABs pre- and post-"LBC only" to evaluate this impression. With institutional review board approval, we compared all kidney FNABs from 2012 to those from 2015. We recorded the type(s) of cytology preparation(s), the number of cytology slides, the cytology diagnosis, the concurrent CB diagnosis, and whether there was a subsequent excision and the excision diagnosis. We examined cytology and CB slides as needed. In 2012, 105 patients underwent 111 kidney biopsies, 109 with smears made. In 2015, 58 patients underwent 62 kidney biopsies, 7 with smears made. In 2012, there were 13 (12%) nondiagnostic (ND) cytology cases and 19 (17%) cases where the cytology and CB diagnoses were discrepant. By comparison, in 2015, there were 20 (32%) ND cytology cases and 21 (33%) discrepant cases. There were more cytology slides per case and fewer ND diagnoses in 2012 compared with 2015 (12% versus 32%, respectively, P = 0.001). Concordance was also better in 2012 (83% versus 67%, P = 0.015). We believe that our metrics would improve if we returned to the procedures followed in 2012.